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thanks for the answer, im a beginner and i know it can be a hard choice. i have heard the very first
black sabbath album and i didnt enjoy it but i love the sound of the deep purple albums from the first

album to the last. i have the jackson blackheart and the jackson blackstar and also the fender
jazzmasters. i have a rickenbacker telecaster. im going to buy the ampeg 1273 as it would be easy
to replace the 1275 in the future. right now i am looking for a good amp for blues, rock, classic rock
and i think i will get the sl5 for now. so this combo has a deep purple sound, a black sabbath sound
and a jazzmaster sound. black sabbath sound is far more heavy but can be good in small rooms or

practice (like my garage). bjorn, i recommend that you get a fender princeton reverb and a boss ds-1
or similar. for the clean tone, get a boss or similar overdrive pedal. if you want to get the classic

tones, get a fender bassman amp. the fender bassman is great. i think it has a little more headroom
than the princeton. the fender bassman is very powerful, but also very controlled. ive never played a

lt5 so i cant really describe the tone or fully recoomend it. based on the clips ive heard, it has a
classic british tone similar to the ac and plexi so i would assume that its both a nice pedal platform

and suitable for davids tones. ive never played a lc50 so i cant really describe the tone or fully
recoomend it. based on the clips ive heard, it has a classic british tone similar to the ac and plexi so i

would assume that its both a nice pedal platform and suitable for davids tones.
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i am picking one of them up if i can get them at a good price. my experience with tweed amps is that
they are very easy to drive, and i can get great tones with them. in the studio, i have also loved the
warmth and tone of the old fenders, and i am very willing to try and mimic the fender tone with my

gear. i have heard the vibroverb on the hiwatt and the peavey, and i have to say that i like them
both. however, what i am thinking of, is going out with the new fender amps and trying to recreate
some of the tones that i hear on the hiwatt. i would love to hear and compare the two and see if i

can't get a few ideas. is there any chance of getting your thoughts or opinions on this? it will be a bit
of a venture to try and replicate a tweed amp with such a huge range of equipment. i have to say
that i love the look of the peavey and the hiwatt, and want to recreate something similar. do you

think that is possible? the peavey is very different than the hiwatt so im not sure if it will work that
well. i would look at one of the twin 80/150 combo amps. get a dumble or a vibroverb in between the
twin. i love the power and the ultra smooth transition from tube to solid state. you get a tweed vibe

with a bit more headroom. the problem is you loose a bit of punch. the power amp would be going to
the hiwatt. a great combo amp that would also be the clean channel. you would use it in front of your

cab and listen to the effects and gain and control the amp. so you would probably have a very
different sound from the other two amps. i can give you more info but one of the twin combos would

be better than the two trios the peavey has. the hiwat might be best using tube pedals like a
buttman or a fuzzman. so the trios would be an amp to use with a clean channel triode at the front.
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they will take the amp off of the tweed tones. i think the 100 watt headroom is enough for a decent
rig. im guessing you have done most of the work on the pedals already? if you want to get

something similar to a hiwatt, try a hiwatt or hiwatt vintage combo amp. thats the closest imo. get a
twin and a vibroverb. use a hiwatt on the other channel. then use the vibro on the twin and a moog

on the vibro. have fun. it will be a trip but the specs are there to achieve your goal. 5ec8ef588b
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